We construct a category of fibrant objects C P in the sense of Brown from any regular hyperdoctrine P : C op − → Pos, and show that its homotopy category is the Barr-exact category C[P] of partial equivalence relations and compatible functional relations.
Introduction
In 1980, Hyland, Johnstone and Pitts [HJP80] introduced the notion of tripos together with the tripos-to-topos construction in order to define realizability toposes. A tripos is an indexed poset P : C op − → Pos with sufficient structure to interpret higher order logic, and the associated topos C[P] is the category of partial equivalence relations and compatible functional relations in the internal logic of P. The proof that C[P] is a topos [HJP80, Theorem 2.13] relies on the higher-order structure of P, but the category C[P] is definable as soon as P is a regular hyperdoctrine -i.e. an indexed poset with the necessary structure to interpret the (∃, ∧, ⊤)-fragment of first order logic -and in this more general case C[P] can be characterized as 'the least Barr-exact envelope of C which realizes the predicates of P as subobjects' (Pitts states this in slightly less generality in the abstract of [Pit02] ). The fact that the construction of C[P] only relies on regular logic also implies that it is functorial w.r.t. transformations Φ : P → Q of regular hyperdoctrines that commute with the interpretation of regular logic, but remarkably it turns out that if the domain P has more logical structure (specifically if it is a tripos) then it is possible to construct functors from transformations Φ preserving less logical structure (specifically only finite meets), a phenomenon that that was exploited in [HJP80] to construct geometric morphisms between toposes from geometric morphisms between triposes, and has been analyzed in a 2-categorical framework in [Fre15] .
In the present work we show that the category C[P] of partial equivalence relations in a regular hyperdoctrine P : C op − → Pos is the localization of a category of fibrant objects C P (which is homotopically trivial -see Remark 4.6), and that the functors arising from finite-meet-preserving transformations Φ : P → Q between triposes mentioned above can be understood as right derived functors of functors C Φ : C P → C Q between categories of fibrant objects (Theorem 7.5-3). We also show that C Φ admits a left derived functor whenever P has 'enough ∃-prime predicates' (Theorem 7.5-4), and to set this up we develop in Section 6 the notion of ∃-prime predicate and its relation to regular hyperdoctrines that are obtained by 'freely adding' existential quantification to more primitive indexed posets.
It should be pointed out that the fibrations in the category-of-fibrant-objectsstructure on C P play a somewhat curious role in our analysis -the fact that C[P] is the homotopy category can be proven directly without ever mentioning them, and to prove existence of right derived functors we use a fibrant replacement-style argument (Lemma 7.4) using the alternative notion of protofibrant object (Definition 7.1), ordinary fibrant replacement being trivial and unhelpful in a setting where everything is already fibrant. However, the fibrations play an indirect role in the existence proof of left derived functors (via the notion of cofibrant object in a category of fibrant objects), and are used in Remark 4.6 to show that the localizations are homotopically trivial.
Related work and acknowledgements. This work was inspired by a talk by Jaap van Oosten about the work presented in [vO15] , and influenced by a talk by Benno van den Berg on the contents of [vdBM16] . Presentations of realizability toposes as homotopy categories have also been given in [Ros16, vdB18] . Thanks to Zhen Lin Low, Rasmus Møgelberg, Mathieu Anel, and especially to Benno van den Berg for discussions related to the content of this work.
− → Pos between indexed meet-semilattices is called cartesian if it preserves fiberwise finite meets.
A regular hyperdoctrine is an indexed meet-semilattice P : C op − → Pos on a finite-limit category C, satisfying the following three conditions.
(Ex) All reindexing maps f * (for f : J → I) have left adjoints ∃ f : P(J) → P(I).
An indexed monotone map Φ : P → Q between regular hyperdoctrines is called regular, if it is cartesian and satisfies is an indexed meet-semilattice iff P is a meet-semilattice, and it is a tripos iff it is a regular hyperdoctrine iff P is a frame. Provided domain and codomain have the appropriate structure, [f ] is cartesian iff f preserves finite meets, and [f ] is regular iff f is a frame morphism. ♦
The internal language of a regular hyperdoctrine
The internal language of a regular hyperdoctrine P : C op − → Pos is a many-sorted first-order language in the sense of [Joh02, Section D1.1]. It is generated from a signature whose sorts are the objects of C, whose function symbols of arity A 1 . . . A n → B are the morphisms of type A 1 × · · · × A n → B in C, and whose relation symbols of arity A 1 . . . A n are the elements of P(A 1 × · · · × A n ).
Over this signature, we consider terms -which are built up from sorted variables and function symbols, subject to matching arities and sorts -and regular formulas, which are generated from atomic formulas ϕ( t) (where ϕ is a relation symbol and t is a list of terms matching its arity) and s = t (where
In the fourth clause δ is the diagonal map s(t) → s(t)×s(t), and in the last clause π is the projection s( x)×s(y) → s( x). Table 1 : Interpretation of the internal language s and t are terms of the same sort), using the connectives of conjunction ∧, truth ⊤, and existential quantification ∃.
A context is a list x of variables. We say that a term t or formula P is in context x, if all of its free variables are contained in x.
Instead of writing that a term t or formula P is in context x, we also write that ( x | t) or ( x | P ) is a term-in-context or formula-in-context.
We write s(x) and s(t) for the sort of a variable and a term, respectively, and we use the shorthand s(x 1 , . . . , x n ) = s(x 1 ) × · · · × s(x n ) for contexts.
The interpretation of terms-in-context and formlas-in-context is defined by structural induction by the clauses in Table 1 . In general, the interpretation of a term-in-context ( x | t) is a morphism t x : s( x) → s(t) in C, and the interpretation of a formula-in-context ( x | P ) is a predicate P x ∈ P(s( x)).
When defining a predicate in a regular hyperdoctrine by a formula in the internal language, we normally write ϕ( x) ≡ P instead of ϕ = P x .
The following standard lemmas are verified by structural induction.
Lemma 2.1 (Weakening) We have
• t x,y, z = t x, z • π
• P x,y, z = π * ( P x, z )
for all terms-in-context ( x, z | t) and formulas-in-context ( x, z | P ), where π : s( x, y, z) → s( x, z) is the obvious projection.
for all formulas-in-context ( x, y | P ) and terms-in-context ( x, y | t), ( x | u) such that s(y) = s(u).
We call terms-in-context ( x | t) and ( x | u) (or formulas-in-context ( x | P ) and ( x | Q)) semantically equal, if t x = u x (or P x = Q x ). Lemma 2.3 (Congruence) Semantic equality of terms and formulas in-context is a congruence, in the sense that it is preserved by the formation of bigger terms/formulas from smaller ones.
The preceding lemma justifies local rewriting, i.e. replacing subterms-in-context (or subformulas-in-context) of a formula-in-context ( x | P ) by semantically equal ones without changing the interpretation.
A judgment in the internal language is an expression of the form Γ ⊢ x Q, where Γ ≡ P 1 , . . . , P n is a list of formulas in context x, and Q is a formula in context x. We say that the judgment is valid (or holds), if
Theorem 2.4 (Soundness) The set of valid judgments is closed under the rules of regular logic in Table 2 .
The following lemma will be used the proof of Theorem 4.5. 
Proof. This follows from (BC) and the fact that D C A×B C ×C is a pullback.
The internal language of a tripos
Triposes admit a richer internal language than general regular hyperdoctrines, since they can interpret all connectives of first-order logic, not only the regular fragment. The non-regular connectives ∀, ∨, ⊥, ⇒ are interpreted by the clauses
where again, π is the appropriate projection and '∨', '⊥', and '⇒' on the right hand sides denote binary join, least element, and Heyting implication in the Heyting algebra P(s( x)). The augmented language satisfies the Weakening, Substitution, and Congruence Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 without modification, and the Soundness Theorem 2.4 for the set of rules in Table 2 and the following rules for the new connectives.
The preceding presentation of the internal language of triposes does not take the power objects into account, and thus is actually the internal language of first order hyperdoctrines [Pit00] .
A syntactic account of the power objects would amount to a higher order internal logic, but we don't need this here. ♦
3 The category C P Definition 3.1 Let P : C op → Ord be a regular hyperdoctrine. The category C P is defined as follows.
• Objects are pairs (A ∈ C, ρ ∈ P(A × A)) such that the judgments
holds.
• Composition and identities are inherited from C. ♦ Thus, objects of C P are partial equivalence relations in P, and morphisms are compatible functions. Adopting common practice we normally write ρx instead of ρ(x, x) for the diagonal ('support') of a partial equivalence relation ρ ∈ P(A × A). When reasoning variable-freely (i.e. not in the internal language) we use the notation ρ 0 := δ * A ρ for the 'restriction' of a partial equivalence relation along the diagonal. 1. The forgetful functor U : C P → C has a right adjoint ∇.
2. C P has finite limits and U preserves them.
Proof. The right adjoint is given by
For the third claim, the necessity of the conditions becomes obvious by considering an inverse to f : (A, ρ) → (B, σ). Conversely, the conditions also allow to construct this inverse.
Remark 3.3
The definition of C P makes sense for every indexed meet-semilattice, and Lemma 3.2 holds if moreover C has finite limits. We stated the definition for regular hyperdoctrines since only in this case, we can define a category of fibrant objects structure on C P and exhibit C[P] as its localization.♦
C P as a category of fibrant objects
We recall the following definition from [Bro73] . (D) For any X ∈ C there exists a path object, i.e. a factorization
(E) For any X ∈ C, the map X → 1 is a fibration. ♦
To endow C P with the structure of a category of fibrant objects, we define fibrations and weak equivalences.
is a trivial fibration if and only if (inj) and
Proof. Implication (inj), (surj) ⇒ (fib): 
holds for gf , then it holds for f , and if (esurj) holds for gf , then it holds for g; for the same reason that initial segments of injective functions are injective, and end segments of surjective functions are surjective. Furthermore it is easy to show that (esurj) for gf and (inj) for g implies (esurj) for f , and that (inj) for gf and (esurj) for f implies (inj) for g, again formalizing set theoretic arguments. This shows conditions (A) and (B).
For condition (C) consider a pullback square
, and assume that g is a fibration. The validity of (fib) for h (abbreviated (fib)(h)) is shown as follows (the step from 5 to 6 we uses the rule from Lemma 2.5).
Pullback stability of (inj) is shown as follows.
A path object for (A, ρ) is given by
and where the underlying maps of s and d are δ and id, respectively. It is easy to see that this is well defined, and that s is a weak equivalence and d is a fibration, as required. Finally, it is easy to check that terminal projections (A, ρ) → 1 are fibrations, and this finishes the proof.
Remark 4.6 It can easily be seen that the fibration part of all path object factorizations (4.1) is monic (since the underlying map is iso, and the forgetful functor reflects monomorphisms). This implies that the ∞-localization of C P -i.e. the finitely complete ∞-category obtained by weakly inverting weak equivalences, see e.g. [KS17] -has the property that all of its hom-spaces are discrete, or equivalently that all of its objects are 0-truncated. Indeed, if the second factor of a path object factorization X → P X → X × X is monic, then P X P X P X X × X is a pullback of fibrations and therefore a homotopy-pullback, which means that P X → X × X -and therefore the diagonal X → X × X -is a homotopy embedding. ♦ Then ρ| ϕ is a partial equivalence relation, and the identity id :
in C P which is easily seen to be a fibration. ♦
The homotopy category
Throughout this section let P : C op − → Pos be a fixed regular hyperdoctrine. In this section we show that the homotopy category of C P is the category C[P] of partial equivalence relations and functional relations in P.
The category C[P] was originally introduced in [HJP80] for triposes, where it was also established that C[P] is an elementary topos for all triposes P, and specifically that Set[fam(A)] ≃ Sh(A) for every frame A. For general regular hyperdoctrines P : C op − → Pos, the category C[P] is not a topos but only (Barr-) exact, and can be viewed as the least exact 'envelope' of C that realizes the predicates of P as subobjects.
We . For any F satisfying F • E = F we therefore must have
and since F is assumed to invert weak equivalences we can deduce 
The three squares commute since the underlying maps are simply projections, φ l , γ l , and θ l are trivial fibrations as remarked earlier, and moreover the upper left square is a pullback whence ∂ 1 and ∂ 2 are trivial fibrations -in particular weak equivalences -as well (alternatively one can verify by hand that ∂ 1 and ∂ 2 are weak equivalences and skip the pullback argument). Applying F we can argue
Preservation of identities is straightforward and thusF is functorial.
To see that F • E = F , let f : (A, ρ) → (B, σ) in C P , and consider the diagram
in C P , where s has underlying map id A , f . Then E(f ) r • s = f and s is a section of the weak equivalence E(f ) l , which means that F (s) is an inverse of F (E(f ) l ) and we can argue
as required.
The following lemma characterizes the kernel of the localization functor (5.1).
Lemma 5.4
For parallel arrows f, g : (A, ρ) → (B, σ) in C P , the following are equivalent:
The judgment ρx ⊢ x σ(f x, gx) holds.
3. f, g factors through the path object from (4.1).
Proof. Easy.
Remarks 5.5 1. In general categories of fibrant objects, the equivalence between conditions 1 and 3 of Lemma 5.4 is replaced by the more complicated statement that parallel arrows f, g : A → B are identified in the homotopy category whenever there exists an equivalence e : A ′ → A such that f, g • e factors through a path object (see [Bro73, Theorem 1-(ii)]).
The construction of the homotopy category of a category of fibrant objects
C given in [Bro73] proceeds in two steps: first one defines a category π(C) by quotienting the morphisms of C by the relation described in item 1, and then ho(C) is obtained by localizing π(C) by a calculus of fractions. This two-step construction gives rise to a factorization
of the localization functor into a full functor followed by a faithful functor.
When applying this factorization to the functor C P → C[P] in the case where P is a tripos -i.e. we quotient C P by the congruence relation analyzed in the Lemma 5.4 -we recover in the middle the q-topos Q(P) described in [Fre15, Definition 5.1].
C P → Q(P) → C[P]
In particular if P is the canonical indexing of a frame A (Example 1.2) then the middle category is equivalent to the quasitopos of separated presheaves. We define D/ I (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n ) to be the category whose objects are pairs (f : J → I, ψ ∈ D(J)) satisfying ψ ≤ f * ϕ i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and whose morphisms from (f : J → I, ψ) to (g : K → I, θ) are arrows h : J → K such that g • h = f and ψ ≤ h * θ. 6. We say that a regular hyperdoctrine P has enough ∃-prime predicates, if for every predicate ϕ ∈ P(I) there is an ∃-prime predicate ̟ ∈ P(J) and a map f :
It is clear that ∃-completions of a given D are unique up to isomorphism whenever they exist, and that ∃-prime predicates are stable under reindexing in any regular hyperdoctrine. The term 'flat' is justified by the following. Proof. If D is an indexed meet-semilattice then (id I , ϕ 1 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕ n ) is terminal in D/ I (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n ), and with this it is immediate that flat maps are cartesian.
Conversely assume that Φ is cartesian and that (f : J → I, ψ) is weakly terminal in D/ I (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n ). Then the terminal projection (f, ψ) → (id I , ϕ 1 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕ n ) has a section s and we can argue
Theorem 6.3 1. Let P be a regular hyperdoctrine, and let D ⊆ P be an indexed subposet such that Then D satisfies the s.s.c. and the inclusion D → P is an ∃-completion.
In particular, the inclusion of the indexed subposet of ∃-prime predicates is an ∃-completion whenever P has enough ∃-prime predicates.
2. Every indexed poset D satisfying the s.s.c. has an ∃-completion.
3. If Φ : D → P : C op − → Pos is an ∃-completion, then Φ is fiberwise orderreflecting and its image consists precisely of the ∃-prime predicates in P.
Proof. Ad 1. By assumption, given ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n ∈ D(I) there exists an f : J → I and υ ∈ D(J) such that ∃ f υ = ̟ 1 ∧ · · · ∧ ̟ n , and it follows from ∃-primality that (f, υ) is weakly terminal in D/ I (̟ 1 , . . . , ̟ n ).
To see that D → P is an ∃-completion consider a flat map Φ : D → Q and define Ψ : P → Q by
To show that Ψ is fiberwise monotone, let ϕ ≤ ψ ∈ P(I) and let ̟ ∈ D(J) and υ ∈ D(K) such that ∃ f ̟ = ϕ and
This argument also shows that Ψ is well defined. Naturality follows from (BC) and preservation of ∃ is straightforward. To see that Ψ preserves binary meets, let ϕ, ψ ∈ P(I) and consider maps f : J → I, g : K → I and predicates ̟ ∈ D(J), υ ∈ D(K) such that Then (h, µ) is weakly terminal in D/ L (g * ̟,f * υ) and since Φ is flat we have
Moreover we have
= ϕ ∧ ψ by (6.2) (6.5) and thus we can argue
by (Fr) = Ψ I ϕ ∧ Ψ I ψ by (6.1).
The fact that Ψ preserves ⊤ is shown along the same lines. 
, and the greatest element of P(I) consists of the weakly terminal objects of D/ I (). The verifications of (Fr) and (BC) are straightforward. Thus P is a regular hyperdoctrine, and it is easy to see that the assignment ϕ → (id, ϕ) defines an order-reflecting indexed monotone map D → P satisfying the conditions of 1.
Ad 3. From the construction in the proof of 2 we know that up to isomorphism every ∃-completion D → P is of the form described in 1, in particular it is order reflecting and its image consists of ∃-prime predicates. Moreover, for all ϕ ∈ P(I) there exist f : J → I and ̟ ∈ D(J) such that
and if ϕ is ∃-prime then f has a section with ϕ ≤ s * ̟ (by ∃-primality) and s * ̟ ≤ ϕ (follows from (6.6)) which shows that all ∃-prime predicates are contained in D. where low(P ) is the frame of lower sets in P .
3. The canonical indexing of a frame A has enough ∃-prime predicates precisely if A is of the form low(P ) for some poset P , which in turn is equivalent to A having enough completely join prime elements. If this is the case and D → P is an ∃-completion, then the functor
is an exact completion in the sense of [CV98, Theorem 29].
2. ∃-completions and ∃-prime predicates are treated in [Fre13, Section 3.4.2.1] for indexed posets that are pre-stacks for the regular topology on a regular category. In this case, the primality condition and the construction of the ∃-completion have to be stated slightly differently to take the topology into account. ♦ Proof. Let (A, ρ) ∈ C P . By assumption there exists an object C ∈ C, an ∃-prime predicate ̟ ∈ P(C), and a morphism e : C → A such that ∃ e ̟ = ρ 0 . We claim that a cofibrant replacement of (A, ρ) is given by (C, τ ), where
It is easy to see that τ 0 = ̟, and using Lemma 4.3 and Remark 4.4 that e constitutes a trivial fibration from (C, τ ) to (A, ρ).
To see that (C, τ ) is cofibrant, let f : (B, σ) → (C, τ ) be a trivial fibration. Again using Lemma 4.3 and Remark 4.4 we deduce that ̟ = τ 0 ≤ ∃ f σ 0 , and since ̟ is ∃-prime this implies that f has a section s : C → B such that ̟ ≤ s * σ 0 , i.e. the judgment τ (c) ⊢ c σ(sc) holds. The judgment (compat) for s then follows from this and (inj) for f . Thus, s constitutes a morphism of type (C, τ ) → (B, σ) in C P , which gives the required section.
Derived functors
Recall from [DHKS04, Section I-2.3] that a category with weak equivalences (or we-category) is a category C equipped with a class W of arrows -called weak equivalences -which satisfies the 3-for-2 property.
Definition 7.1 Let C be a we-category with localization functor E : C → ho(C).
We call
2. We say that C has enough proto-fibrant objects, if every A ∈ C admits a weak equivalence ι A : A → A into a proto-fibrant object (called its proto-fibrant replacement ).
Proto-cofibrant objects, and we-categories with enough proto-cofibrant objects are defined dually. 1. If P is a tripos, then C P has enough proto-fibrant objects.
2. If P has enough ∃-prime predicates, then C P has enough proto-cofibrant objects.
Proof. For partial equivalence relations in triposes the property of being protofibrant is equivalent to what is called weakly complete in [HJP80, Definition 3.2], and from the proofs of Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.3 of loc. cit. one can extract a proof that C P has enough proto-fibrant objects. Specifically, a proto-fibrant replacement of (A, ρ) is given by The second claim follows from Proposition 6.6 and Examples 7.2.
Lemma 7.4 Assume that C is a we-category with enough proto-fibrant objects, E : C → ho(C) is its localization functor, and F : C → D is a functor into an arbitrary category such that for all parallel pairs of arrows f, g : A → X into a proto-fibrant object X we have Ef = Eg ⇒ F f = F g. (7.1)
Then F admits a left Kan extension along E.
Proof. Using [Mac98, Theorem X.3.1] and the fact that E is bijective on objects, it is sufficient to show that for each A ∈ C the functor
has a colimit. Let ι : A → A be a proto-fibrant replacement. Then for each f : EB → EA there exists f † : B → A such that Ef † = Eι • f . We define a cocone η : F • U . → F A by letting η f = F (f † ), which does not depend on the choice of f † and is natural by (7.1). We define κ = (Eι) −1 and note that η κ = id F A since κ † can be chosen to be id A . Given another cocone θ : F •U . → D the map θ κ constitutes a cocone morphism η → θ, and it can be seen to be the only one by inspecting the naturality condition for this cocone morphism at κ.
Given a cartesian map Φ : P → Q : C op → Ord between regular hyperdoctrines P, Q, we can define a functor C Φ : C P → C Q which sends objects (A, ρ) ∈ C P to objects (A, Φ A×A (ρ)) ∈ C Q , and morphisms in C P to morphisms in C Q having the same underlying map in C.
Theorem 7.5 Let Φ : P → Q : C op → Ord be a fiberwise finite-meet preserving natural transformation between regular hyperdoctrines. 
